I need to prepare myself for active job-searching

How connected are you? Are you actively engaged with individuals who are able to help you grow and develop in your field? Are you utilising professional organisations? Online networking platforms (eg. LinkedIn)?

Do you know how to and are you conducting informational interviews with individuals who could advise you about specific opportunities within organisations or industries?

Have you developed your career portfolio so that you are able to easily adapt your CV for each job you are applying for and prepare for interviews?

Are you practicing your interview skills? How?
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Are you actively seeking feedback about how you are presenting yourself (your CV, at interviews, online)? What feedback are you receiving?

Are you using different resources to know more about effective job-search practices? (think books, blogs, online videos, websites) What are you learning from these resources?

What next?


Talk to us

- E-mail: counselling@unisa.ac.za